CONCRETE CASTING & ELEMENTS

PRODUCT SELECTION & DESIGN INSPIRATION

Bold, Durable, Refined and Timeless...Artisan Systems featuring Surecrete’s Xtreme Series products is a recognized innovative system of materials and techniques for creating cutting edge Concrete Elements.
SELECTION OF MATERIALS

With Surecrete’s XTREME series products & the ARTISAN SYSTEMS casting techniques, a world of endless design options await.

Sleek polished countertops, stone like fireplace surrounds, 3 dimensional castings for sinks, planters and outdoor elements all come from one of our tried and true systems.

Add an unlimited array of integral pigments, topical stains and protective finishes for that one-of-a-kind expression.
01 FORM IT. Forming Products

Our easy to use rails and tapes eliminate the need for intricate carpentry skills. Simply cut your substrate (typically 3/4” melamine), and cut and attach foam rails to the desired shape and thickness.

- **FOAM RAILS**: Expedite forming with precut, high density foam rails. PSA and Clear Facing Tape required.

02 CAST IT. Casting Bag Mixes

Choose one of our premixed concrete products, based on the desired outcome of the project.

- **XS PRECAST**: Pourable, high early strength casting mix for creating color and textures.
- **XS FACE**: Sprayable face coat for glass fiber reinforced concrete. *XS Backer required to complete the system.
- **XS TERRAZZO**: Unique formulation that allows for up to 80 lbs. of aggregate loading to create a terrazzo-like finish.
- **XS BACKER (optional)**: Increase tensile and flexural strength when used with XS PRECAST and XS FACE.

03 CUSTOMIZE IT. Colors and Veining

Choose one of our pre-measured color or veining products, based on the desired look.

- **XS COLOR**: Premium pre-measured pigment for use with Xtreme series bag mixes. Provides a rich, bold, consistent color palette.

- **XS VEINING**: Specially formulated dry color and cement blend for the creation of pigmented veins in poured concrete castings. For use with Xtreme series bag mixes.
From subtle to exotic, SureCrete has a wide range of coloring and enhancing materials to personalize your casting project to look perfect no matter what design criteria is desired.

**ECO STAIN:** 30 semi-transparent water-based concentrate colors. Can be diluted up to 10:1 with water to create a wide range of color intensities. Additionally compatibility to combine colors for an unlimited color palette.

Installing a high-quality protective sealer on your casting project will preserve the finish and color over-time.

**XS-327:** For the ultimate in protection while preserving a natural, non-coated look, XS-327 is a two-component concentrate that is diluted with water for a non-color enhancing, invisible layer of protection.

**XS-PC12:** Thin film, high gloss, solvent based sealer for a polished sheen without the equipment. UV stable, easy to apply and enhances color.

**SureFinish:** Industrial grade sacrificial wax. Apply as needed to provide durable surface protection over your sealer.